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Abstract: Biometrics has experienced significant advances during the last years

becoming involved in several systems. Nevertheless, many of these systems are

rejected by users due to a lack of usability. This indicates that the user-system

interaction is a factor which needs to be improved in biometric environments. Even

less studied, are the dynamic modalities (gait, signature, voice, etc.) which include

behavioural conditions which exhibit greater variability from person to person.

This paper showcases some of the latest efforts made by authors in the analysis of

usability in dynamic signature verification (DSV). Several outcomes (such as the

importance of the styluses used or stress in users) were extracted in order to

establish guidelines for future developments.

1. Introduction

The use of biometric recognition is extended worldwide as a trustable way to identify

individuals and guarantee security. Biometrics systems are used in many places such as

airports, points of sales, institutions or companies and its use is being increased.

However, in the intent to develop systems with high performance the users’ satisfaction

is most of the times put aside. A non-usable system has not only repercussions in

performance but in users’ acceptance of the technology also. Therefore, it is necessary to

involve users from the first stages of the development for designing user-centric systems

and improve the whole throughput in consequence [AS99]. At this point, various works

were done in the line of decrease the misuse of biometrics and increase users’

satisfaction. The ISO 13407:1999 [ISO99] was taken as a basis for measuring usability

in most of those works. They defined usability as “the extent to which a product can be

used by specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency, and

satisfaction in a specified context of use”. The National Institute of Standards and

Technology (NIST) made some experiments emphasizing in ergonomics to better

capture user traits. For instance, in [TSS08] they measured the usability of the face

image capturing system at the US ports of entry. Kukula et. al designed a model, the

HBSI (Human Biometric System Interaction) [Ku08], where the interaction between the

user and the system is studied through ergonomics, usability and signal processing. Also,

guidelines for applying HBSI to DSV were published in [BGE11]. DSV is gaining
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popularity especially for processes where the user is familiar with signing such as

administration processes or points of sales.

Our framework pursuits to categorize the factors which could influence the usability of

systems in biometrics (especially in dynamic modalities). In DSV, due to the variability

of solutions and the increasing interest this modality arouses in users and developers,

authors have carried out a series of works including the analysis of different devices,

platforms, technologies, scenarios, etc. In addition, other influential factors such as

visual feedback or user stress were also studied. As long as there are only a few usability

works made in dynamic modalities, the research showed in this paper supposes several

novelties (such as the effects of the stress in users). Most of these works were gathered,

analysed thoroughly and summarized for this paper. In Table 1 the features studied in

each work are shown. This paper is divided in 3 sections. In section 2 the usability

concepts of user interaction in DSV are studied. Finally, all the conclusions extracted are

given in section 3.

Table 1. Previous works made by authors and influent factors studied

Visual Feedback Posture Devices Styluses Stress

Experiment 1

[Sa12]
X X X

Experiment 2

[Bl13]
X X X

Experiment 3
1 X X

2. Usability concepts of interaction in DSV

Measuring usability in behavioural modalities tends to be harder than in static

biometrics. This is because presentations require a bigger effort by users and the quantity

of possible misuses increases substantially. Furthermore, in many dynamic modalities

there is not a defined “correct” way to present the trait (e.g. there are not specific,

complete and commonly approved guidelines to sign in DSV, apart from accomplishing

some criteria such as performing the signature within the singing area boundaries). Thus,

the range of possible user-system interaction errors is bigger than in the static modalities

(i.e. fingerprint), where the process is more straightforward. Specifically, for DSV, the

user-system interaction errors accounted for efficiency and effectiveness in the works

presented here are: signing in the air (over the device without touching the screen),

signing out of bounds, repeating strokes and leaning the wrist on the signing area. All of

these errors influence negatively in both performance and usability. They were measured

by video recordings and by operators’ notes. Some of these errors are automatically

measured during Experiment 3.

In this section, works made by authors in the field of usability in DSV are detailed.

Furthermore, the main accessibility concerns affecting this modality are also described.

1 Not yet published
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There are multiple possible influential factors in usability concerns in the DSV,

including not only devices but users’ mood or the ceremony of the occasion. Works

explained below include the study of the influence of the device, stylus, visual feedback,

users’ position and stress situations as some of the most decisive factors. In Table 2 are

the devices used, their features and the obtained performance (the superscript represents

the experiment showed in Table 1). The performance results were obtained with a DTW

(Dynamic Time Warping)-based algorithm [PCV09]. No skilled forgeries were used in

these experiments, using random forgeries for obtaining the EER. The captured

signatures were stored in a database during the evaluations for later comparisons.

Table 2. Devices used, their features and performance

Device Experiment Note1,3 STU1 Intuos1 Asus1 iPad1,2 Playbook1 Tab1

Visual

Feedback
Excellent Excellent - Bad Good Bad Good

Stylus or

Finger based

Stylus
1,3

Finger
1 Stylus Stylus Stylus

Stylus
2

Finger
1 Finger Finger

EER (%)

0.58
1
(finger)

1.62
1
(stylus)

0.84
3

0.63 1.45 1.10
0.21

2

0.47
1 1.87 0.52

2.1 Effectiveness, Efficiency and Satisfaction

These factors applied for measuring usability are provided by the ISO 13407:1999 and

defined in this section. The learnability is included also as it is considered as quite

relevant by authors Effectiveness and efficiency are quantitative factors calculated

through objective measures but satisfaction is a qualitative metric obtained from the

satisfaction forms and users’ impressions and reactions. These three factors are closely

interrelated: a high number of effectiveness or efficiency errors involve a decrease in the

user satisfaction.

-Effectiveness: Is the task completion by users. In order to calculate the effectiveness

errors in these works all the wrong signatures are divided by the total amount of them.

This factor influents directly on the FTA (each wrong signature involves a FTA but not

all the FTAs are produced by an effectiveness error) and therefore in the system

throughput also.
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Table 3. Accessibility concerns in DSV and possible solutions tested in the different experiments

Problem Description Solution
experiment

Visual

Visual feedback Devices have to show the signature
1

Sign out of bounds

-Vibration

-Beeps

-Text messages as warnings
1, 2, 3

Small screen
-Use a bigger device

-Increase the text size

Auditory Instructions
-Text messages

1, 2, 3

-Vibration

Physic Hands shivering
-Place the device on a table / on the knees

1, 2

-Choose stylus or fingertip
1, 2

Cognitive
Difficulties to understand the

software

-Previous detailed instructions
1, 2, 3

-Basic and intuitive software
1, 2

Efficiency: Is the completion of tasks on time. The more complicated the task to perform,

the more time it requires. Furthermore employ too much time in the biometric system is

frustrating for users. This parameter is measured through the time employed signing.

Satisfaction: Is the user experience in the evaluation. It was measured through

satisfaction forms and users impressions during the evaluations. When users are not

comfortable interacting with the system they deliver bad quality signatures decreasing

the system throughput. Learnability: Is the users’ ability to recall tasks. Due to all the

experiments were divided by sessions it is feasible to measure whether the user

remember how to proceed or not. A high learnability degree involves higher satisfaction,

less errors and consequently better performance results.

2.2 Accessibility

Regarding accessibility, the DSV in mobile devices could be a solution for those users

with different types of disabilities or diseases affecting the motor skills (such as

Parkinson’s disease) or the elderly. For instance, as it was demonstrated in this work,

scenarios where users handle the device with their hands offer reliable results. The

architectural barriers can be reduced with the use of the mobile device to authenticate the

user. Accessibility concerns and its possible solutions (according to the obtained results)

are shown in Table 3.

2.3 Devices and styluses influence

The devices used to acquire signatures have to capture time series coordinates in order to

apply a DSV algorithm. The Experiment 1 includes signatures gathered with 5 common

mobile devices such as smartphones or tablets (Samsung Galaxy Note and Tab, Asus

Eee PC TM101, iPad and Playbook) and 2 specific digitizers (Wacom STU 500 and

Intuos 4). This experiment was a usability evaluation made to study the influence of
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various devices features such as technology (capacitive / resistive), screen size or

operative system. In addition a comparison between signing with a stylus or directly with

the fingertip was made in order to check if the DSV should be split in two sub-modalities

(stylus and finger). As a result authors did not find, according to the performance

outcomes (Table 2), any decisive influential parameter apart from the technology:

capacitive devices offer always better performance. Stylus-based devices returns slightly

better results but it is not consistent in all the devices tested, so that a unique modality

can be considered. The best results were obtained with the stylus-based device used as

reference (STU - EER = 0.63%) and with the iPad (EER = 0.21%) coinciding with the

most preferred by users (extracted from the satisfaction form).

Figure 1. Styluses used in [BDM13]

As the results obtained with the iPad (both performance and usability) were more than

acceptable, authors used this device for the next experiment, but including different

styluses for signing (all of them conductive, as it is required to print in the iPad).

Generally, users feel more comfortable using a stylus (As pointed out in Experiment 1

where users expressed it through a satisfaction form). Therefore, in the Experiment 2

three of the most common styluses showed in Figure 2 were used to sign on an iPad

within a usability evaluation of 3 sessions. The efficiency and effectiveness results,

calculated as in ISO 13407:1999, show a clear influence of the styluses order (overall at

the first session, where users have not acquired enough skills yet). The styluses order

was rotated to avoid worst results in some of them. The results show that the preferred

styluses (1 and 2) offer the better performance. Regarding the learnability, users became

more habituated to the process between session 2 and 3 (once both timing and FTA

stabilised) indicating that a training process is necessary. Users scored the experiment

(including the 3 styluses) with 4.28/5 in the satisfaction form (Figure 3) at the end of the

evaluation, showing predisposition to use this kind of systems daily for signing

procedures.

Figure 3. Satisfaction forms
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2.4 Users’ position influence
The signing process can be completed in several ways and there is not an ideal position

or way to sign as demonstrated in Experiment 1 and Experiment 2. That is one of the

reasons why measuring usability is challenging in DSV (and in the rest of biometric

dynamic modalities): the variability of movements and reactions is high. Though users

consider staying seated and having the paper/device over a table as the most common

and comfortable way to sign, the range of possibilities have increased significantly with

the launch of mobile devices. According to this, authors made a usability evaluation in

Experiment 1 to test which scenario (user-device-position) is the most appropriated in

DSV. The proposed scenarios are shown in Figure 3. Regarding performance, the best

results were obtained in different scenarios for the different devices, being the ones

where the user has to handle the device by herself / himself the best in performance for

the lighter devices (e.g. iPad EER = 0.92% Figure4-04 / iPad EER = 0.6% Figure4-05 in

the Experiment 1). By contrast, users prefer the scenarios where the device rests on a

table in all the cases. The scenarios order was influential also during the evaluation,

obtaining the first completed the worst performance results, due to the lack of

habituation at the beginning. The effectiveness and efficiency errors increase in the

scenarios where the device is handled by users: without a fix support for devices the

number of failed signatures increases. Experiment 2 presents another study of the

influence of the users’ position, though only considering 3 scenarios (in Figure 4: 01, 02

and 03). The best results, including performance (EER = 0.13%), efficiency and

effectiveness were achieved in scenario 03, where the device was resting over a slope

surface. This scenario design, typical from many points of sales was also well accepted

by users. However in the Experiment 1, signing with the iPad but with the finger the best

performance results were achieved in the scenarios where users have to handle the

device. It indicates stylus conditions the way of sign and the final signature.

Figure 4. Users-devices scenarios used in [SBM12]

2.5 Visual feedback

The visual feedback is defined as the image of the signature that users’ receive while

performing that signature. The ideal visual feedback is the one received signing with a

pen on a paper as it is the traditional way and the one expected at the time to sign. With

the use of digitizers and mobile devices for signing new concerns such as latency

appeared increasing errors and misuses. The visual feedback scores shown in Table 2

(bad, good, or excellent) were extracted from the satisfaction forms of the Experiment 1

(Figure 3). Within the Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 this effect was tested over

different mobile devices where the screen refreshing frequency varies meaning different

visual feedbacks as stated in Table 2. Analysing the performance achieved and the
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satisfaction forms, it is shown that visual feedback is highly influent. Those devices that

provide excellent or good visual feedback are better scored by users and achieve better

performance than the rest. The only device that does not provide visual feedback (Intuos

4) is the worst in performance. Furthermore, most of the users expressed their low

confidence in this “blind signature”.

2.6 Study of the stress on users

Users’ mood seems to be one of the most influential parameters at the time to present the

biometric trait to the system (nerves or time constraints, among other factors, can

involve a different user-system interaction). In DSV one of the most considered

influential parameter is user stress. In many situations such as in malls or in post offices,

people are encouraged to sign fast and carelessly, which involves stress and anxiety.

Therefore, in order to test how these users’ reactions affect the results and the whole

system throughput a usability evaluation (not yet published) was carried out. In the

Experiment 3 users signed in a Samsung Galaxy Note with a stylus (Samsung

proprietary) in a typical interface first (a blank space) and secondly the environment

became more stressful: the screen blinks from yellow to red, a countdown from 5 starts

and an annoying beep sounds loudly. If the user take more than 5 seconds to provide a

signature a warning text message appears “you are too slow, go faster”. Regarding

usability, the results were as expected. The time spent during the stress test was much

less, the number of errors during the process was much higher and all the users remarked

in the satisfaction form (Figure 3) that they had felt indeed stressed. Performance results

were worst also (1.26% of EER in the stress scenario and 0.94% of EER under normal

conditions), demonstrating the bad influence of stress in these systems. Nevertheless,

this performance decrease is affordable in DSV, being less than 0.5% in EER in absolute

value. Being these stressful scenarios habitual and unavoidable in most cases, these

results are significantly good and position the DSV as a trustable modality to be

launched in malls, post offices, administrations, etc.

3. Lessons learned and future work

Some of the most influential parameters in usability were analysed in these works giving

a users’ perspective of the DSV in mobile devices. Performance results were correlated

with users’ reactions and opinions obtaining usability outcomes, which are considered

really useful for future implementations. The most relevant results are the following:

People feel confident using DSV in mobile devices. Moreover, the migration of DSV

seems to be welcomed by people as most users participating in these usability

evaluations would use DSV in their daily life. Regarding accessibility, the results

obtained show the feasibility of using DSV under different scenarios, styluses and

devices offering reliability. There is not an ideal scenario for signing. The stylus based

devices obtain better results in performance when the user is sat on a chair and the

device is resting on a table (as the most common situation for signing). It is also the most

preferred scenario by users. On the other hand, the finger based devices (designed for

being supported by users) return the best results in performance within the scenarios
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where the user has to handle the device without support. The better visual feedback the

better performance and usability. Latency at the time to perform the signature involves

annoyance in users and it also affects the performance. Moreover, users do not feel

comfortable when not any visual feedback is provided. Then, even being the obtained

performance acceptable it involves usability concerns. The stress influences negatively

both performance and usability. Nevertheless, probably due to the increasing stressing

situations at the time to sign, users become used to sign fast and careless. So that,

performance results are close to the ones obtained without stress.

Future works include extending these experiments to other dynamic modalities such as

gait or voice recognition. Furthermore, a complete categorization of the influential

factors in the usability of biometrics needs to be made in order to better understand the

human-biometrics interaction.
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